We have with us this morning our customary heading. Makes us look more natural, doesn't it?

M. l. T. flashed to the fore again when O'Hara, '17, won the 40-yard dash last Friday night. W. A. Sullivan showed consistent form by jugging 5 ft. 8 3/4 in., which is not at all bad. It looks as if our other high jumpers will have to do some tail hunting if they intend taking the first prize at the Spring Meet. Although Cook, '15, ran a fast race, 9:30 2 1/2 for two miles, he only got third. But, with the men and the experience they have had in competition, there is really little excuse for any such running. We have a good season and excellent prospects before us. Let us combine both brain and brawn in the work so that we show up well in the Inter-collegiate competition.

Pennsylvania entered eighty men into the open Meadowbrook games held the twenty-first of last month. It would take the whole Tech squad to enter a little team.

In a meet between Ohio State and the University of Illinois, which the latter won by 57 3/4-39 3/4, three records were broken. The 100-yard dash was broken by a novice to the tune of 10:07, which on an indoor track is not to be sneered at. The one mile was lowered to 4:30 45 and the half mile to 2:38 4 1/2. Though by no means wonderful performances, for this stage of the game the Illinois team showed good form.

The Harvard-B. A. race was a thriller. Some say that Tom Halpin has met his match but ten yards' head is no slight advantage and Halpin showed that he could come back by running a fine race at the Fordham games Saturday evening.

SEASON IS ON MARS

Dr. Percival Lowell, non-resident professor of astronomy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, telegrams from the Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz., that the canals of Mars are now exhibiting striking seasonal developments. The north polar cap of the planet is melting, and the markings of the canals are strongest and darkest near the edge of the polar cap. This is precisely in accord with what the Lowell Observatory has been predicting, the idea being that the melting of snow at the pole produces floods that sweeping south through the canals are responsible for the color changes in the canals. Dr. Lowell believes the phenomena to be regular foundations of the Nile.

A movement is on at Princeton to abolish all student drinking.
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TECHNIQUE ELEC. COMM.

There will be a meeting of the 1916 Technique Electoral Committee tomorrow at 4:30 in Room 27 Rogers. The meeting will be very important, as the balloting will begin for the position of Editor-in-Chief.